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54

Complete the sentences.

Fill in the missing letters. 

Write the letter of the picture that matches
the sentence. Then complete the sentence.

13

10

10Circle and write the correct word. 

Match the words with the pictures. 

Listen. Check the word you hear.  

Listen. Circle the correct picture.

Transcript: 1. nail    2. pay    3. tail    
4. train    5. gray    6. hay

9

Transcript: 1. mail    2. tail    3. chain    
4. train    5. day    6. pray

9

8

8
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Circle and write the correct word. 

Check the correct letters. Complete the
words. 

Listen. Write the words and match them to
the pictures.  

Listen. Circle the correct picture.

Transcript: 1. teeth 2. feet 3. beach
4. hay 5. tree 6. pay

17

Transcript: 1. tea      2. sea      3. bee      4. key

17

16

16 Match the phrases with the pictures.

Fill in the missing vowels. 

Write the letter of the picture that matches
the sentence. Then complete the sentence.

21

18

18
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Circle and write the correct word. 

Match the words with the pictures. 

Listen. Check the word you hear.  

Listen. Circle the correct picture.

Transcript: 1. tree 2. sea 3. dry
4. climb 5. sky 6. key

25

Transcript: 1. cry 2. my 3. gray
4. fly 5. pray 6. spy

25

24

24 Fill in the circle next to the correct word.

Look at the picture. Write the word. 

Fill in the circle next to the correct sentence.
29

26

26
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Fill in the circle next to the correct word. 

Look at the picture. Write the word. 

Listen. Put a check mark next to the word
you hear.  

Listen. Circle the correct picture. 33

Transcript: 1. bowl 2. coat 3. rain
4. seat 5. yellow 6. pillow

33

32

32

Check the correct letters. Complete the
words.

Fill in the missing letters. 

Write the letter of the picture that matches
the sentence. Then complete the sentence.

37

34

34

Transcript: 1. boat 2. toast 3. row
4. window 5. bowl 6. soap
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Match the words with the correct pictures.

Fill in the missing vowels. 

Listen. Write the words and match them to
the pictures.  

Listen. Circle the correct picture. 41

Transcript: 1. wood 2. cook 3. moon
4. foot 5. book

41

40

40

Complete the sentences.

Fill in the circle next to the correct beginning
sound. 

Write the letter of the picture that matches
the sentence. Then complete the sentence.

45

42

42

Transcript: 1. moon 2. snow 3. suit
4. cry 5. spoon 6. coat
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Listen. Circle the word you hear. 

Fill in the missing vowels. 

Look at the pictures. What is different?
Complete the sentences. 49

47

Transcript: 1. nail 2. monkey
3. book 4. pay

47 Look at the picture. What does the store
have? Fill in the words below. 50
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Match the words with the pictures. 

Fill in the missing letters. 

Listen. Check the word you hear.  

Listen. Circle the correct picture.

Transcript: 1. haul 2. draw 3. autumn
4. yawn 5. sausage 6. gauze

57

Transcript: 1. paw 2. saw 3. wood
4. draw 5. fruit 6. sauce

57

56

56 Fill in the circle next to the correct word.

Match the phrases with the pictures. 

Write the letter of the picture that matches
the sentence. Then complete the sentence.

61

58

58
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e and write the correct word. 

Complete the words. 

Listen. Check the word you hear.  

Listen. Circle the correct picture. 65

Transcript: 1. train 2. toilet 3. soil
4. pray 5. day 6. boil

65

64

64

Circle the word that rhymes with the word on
the left.

Write the words in the correct boxes.

Write the letter of the picture that matches the
sentence. Then complete the sentence. 69

66

66

Transcript:
1. a big boy 2. six coins
3. a yacht on the sea 4. a green toilet
5. a small bowl and oil 6. point to the pool
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Circle and write the correct word. 

Complete the words. 

Listen. Check the word you hear.  

Listen. Circle the correct picture. 73

Transcript: 1. mouth 2. gown 3. cloud
4. crown 5. cow 6. round

73

72

72

Match the phrases with the pictures.

Write the letter of the picture that matches
the sentence. Then complete the sentence.

77

74

Transcript:
1. a brown owl 2. a house and a pool
3. a blue gown 4. a king and a crown
5. a white mouse 6. clouds and a moon
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Circle and write the correct word. 

Complete the words. 

Listen. Check the word you hear.  

Listen. Circle the correct picture. 81

Transcript: 1. skirt 2. shirt 3. purse
4. girl 5. farmer 6. teacher

81

80

80

Circle the word that rhymes with the word
on the left.

Match the sentences with the pictures.

Write the letter of the picture that matches
the sentence. Then complete the sentence.

85

82

82

Transcript:
1. a big turtle 2. She sings at church.
3. a red skirt 4. She plays soccer.
5. a girl and a bird 6. a nurse and a teacher
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Check the correct letters. Complete the
words. 

Where can we see them? Match the things
with the place. 

Listen. Write the words and circle the correct
pictures.  

Transcript: 1. park 2. bird 3. short
4. singer 5. farm 6. corn 
7. shirt 8. purse

89

88

88

Circle the word that rhymes with the word
on the left.

Complete the words.

Fill in the circle next to the correct sentence.
93

90

90
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Listen. Circle the word that does NOT rhyme.

Match the words with the correct pictures.
96

Transcript:
1. tree / brown /gown 2. tail /Sue /nail
3. gray /pray /peach 4. arm /tea /sea
5. mouth /spy /sky 6. pie /cloud /tie
7. goat /car /coat 8. blue /glue /farm 
9. boy /book /cook 10. mouse /horse /house

11. shirt /spoon /skirt 12. key /corn /horn
13. oil /boil /bowl 14. chain /straw /draw

95

Circle the correct word. 

Read the sentences. Match the People with
the places. 97

96
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Listen to the word. Fill in the correct circle.

Listen to the word. Fill in the correct circle.

Transcript: Ex. queen
1. teeth 2. pie
3. bowl 4. saw

103

Transcript: Ex. suit
1. straw 2. cloud
3. blind 4. haul

102

Fill in the missing letters.

Listen to the phrases. Fill in the correct circle.

Transcript:
Ex. a. a girl is drawing b. a mouse is drawing
1. a. a bird in a toilet b. a bird in a tree
2. a. hay and a man b. honey and a man
3. a. a girl prays b. a girl plays
4. a. a star and clouds b. a star and a clown
5. a. a fork and a bowl b. a spoon and a bowl

105

104

Sounds Fun! 4 - TEST (Units 1-10)
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Circle the word that completes the sentence.
106

Sounds Fun! 4 - TEST (Units 1-10)




